SERVICE LEARNING IN **BRAZIL** SUMMER PROGRAM 2019

DATES: June 17 (Arrival on June 16 / End date: July 26 (departure on July 27)
PROGRAM FEE: $2,810
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 15

PROGRAM INFORMATION:

Students will use their academic knowledge to structure solutions for housing and territorial intervention that can be applied in the most precarious favelas where the TETO operates. The solutions will comprise a portfolio of interventions that will include projects that meet the main community demands, such as basic sanitation, community gardens, leisure spaces, etc. All the work will be carried out by a team of volunteers and accompanied by a contracted professional of the area.

Civil Engineering
Construction Engineering
Environmental Engineering
Mechanical Engineering (less demand)
Electrical Engineering (less demand)
Architecture

* Minimum GPA 2.5
* Minimum 10 Students

INCLUDED:
- Arrival Orientation
- Full-time support from Brazilian Experience
- Homestay
- Meals (breakfast and dinner)

NOT INCLUDED:
- Flight
- Passport
- eVisa
- Lunch
- Local Transportation
- TTU Health Insurance
- Education Abroad Fee
- Personal Expenses

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Program Manager: Morgan Trevino
Email: morgan.trevino@ttu.edu